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A stunning and extremely high quality French 19th century Louis XVI st. Belle
Époque period ormolu, white Carrara marble, Lapis Lazuli, and Baccarat crystal

garniture set retailed by Tiffany & Co. The central striking annular clock is raised by
elegant topie shaped ormolu feet below the oblong shaped white Carrara marble

base. The base is decorated with beautiful pierced fitted ormolu plaques with finely
detailed scrolled Rinceau shaped foliate designs at the front and back and intricately
detailed interlocking floral garlands at each side. At the center are two finely detailed

charming cherubs seemingly holding up the clock above and centering the foliate
socle shaped pedestal support and circular wrap around intertwined floral bands set
on a stunning blue enameled background. The annular clock above is centered by an

exceptional Lapis Lazuli reserve set within a lovely foliate mount in an impressive
satin and burnished finish. The thick Baccarat crystal body displays magnificent cuts
and is encased by fine ormolu supports leading up the enameled wrap around dials
with Roman hour numbers and Arabic minute numbers. The remarkable Baccarat
crystal removable lid displays intricately detailed swaging floral garlands tied with
charming ribbons and a superb richly chased central floral finial. The true pair of

three arm candelabras at each side are raised in the same manner with fine ormolu
topie feet below an oblong white Carrara marble base decorated with beautiful finely

detailed foliate bands. At the centers are charming winged cherubs standing while
draped in wonderfully executed swaging garments seemingly holding the spiraled

central supports. Above are stunning branches and detailed blooming flowers
growing out of the supports and leading to the arms with elegant and most charming

floral candle cups.
Clock Dimensions: H: 18.5" L: 11" D: 5"

Candelabras Dimensions: H: 16.75" L: 7.75" D: 8"
Candle Height: 12"

Item #11679     H: 18 in L: 11 in D: 8 in       List Price: $44,500.00






